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Abstract—Attaching next-generation non-volatile memories (NVMs) to the main memory bus provides low-latency, byte-addressable access to persistent data that should significantly improve performance for a wide range of storage-intensive workloads. We present an analysis of storage application performance with non-volatile main memory (NVMM) using a hardware NVMM emulator that allows fine-grain tuning of NVMM performance parameters. Our evaluation results show that NVMM improves storage application performance significantly over flash-based SSDs and HDDs. We also compare the performance of applications running on realistic NVMM with the performance of the same applications running on idealized NVMM with the same performance as DRAM. We find that although NVMM is projected to have higher latency and lower bandwidth than DRAM, these differences have only a modest impact on application performance. A much larger drag on NVMM performance is the cost of ensuring data is safely stored in NVMM (rather than the volatile caches) so that applications can make strong guarantees about persistence and consistency. In response, we propose an optimized approach to flushing data from CPU caches that minimizes this cost. Our evaluation shows that this technique significantly improves performance for applications that require strict durability and consistency guarantees over large regions of memory.

I. INTRODUCTION

Next-generation non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies, such as phase change memory (PCM) [14, 16], spin-transfer torque magnetic memories (STTMs) [12, 26, 36], and the memristor [39] offer low-latency access, high bandwidth, efficient fine-grain access, and persistence [33]. As a result, they have the potential to bridge the gap between slow, persistent storage (i.e., disks and SSDs) and fast, volatile memory (i.e., DRAM) [17, 18, 25, 39]. Table I summarizes the characteristics of different NVM technologies and compares them to traditional memory and storage technologies.

Attaching NVMs directly to processors will produce non-volatile main memories (NVMMs), exposing the performance, flexibility, and persistence of these memories to applications. NVMM will blur the line between traditional memory and storage and pose many challenges [3, 5, 6, 10, 19, 21, 27, 37, 38] to system designers.

In order to properly design systems for NVMM, it is important to understand NVMM performance and how it will affect application performance.

In this paper, we use a commercial hardware-based NVMM emulator [10] to analyze the performance of storage applications running with NVMM. The emulator models the latency and bandwidth of NVMM as well as the cost of ensuring that data is safely stored in NVMM.

To gain insights into storage application performance with NVMM, we pose the following questions:

- How does NVMM performance affect application-level performance?
- Which aspects of NVMM performance have the largest impact on application-level performance?
- How can we minimize the cost of ensuring data is persistent in NVMM-equipped systems?

To answer these questions, we conduct experiments with microbenchmarks and a set of typical storage server applications, including a file server, a mail server, a web server, a NoSQL database, a relational database, and Memcached [11]. We make several findings through our study.

- Application performance with NVMM is much better than with SSDs and HDDs. NVMM improves storage application performance significantly over flash-based SSDs and HDDs (up to 28×), even without any application changes. The benefit is especially big for applications with frequent writes and fsyncs and for applications with large working sets. These results confirm that replacing SSDs and HDDs with NVMM will benefit a wide range of storage applications.
- NVMM’s lower-than-DRAM performance has only a small impact on applications. NVMM’s latency and bandwidth will likely be somewhat worse than DRAM, but the impact of this difference will be small. NVMMs with longer latencies and lower bandwidths than DRAM provide almost the same performance.
as idealized NVMMs with DRAM-like performance. For our applications, with the exception of Memcached, NVMM’s increased latency and reduced bandwidth degrade performance by less than 10% relative to DRAM. This finding implies that further optimization of NVMM’s latency and bandwidth will not be as beneficial.

- Data persistence can be extremely costly. Making data persistent (i.e., “syncing” it) on NVMM involves costly processor cache flush operations. This cost is especially high for applications that frequently sync large regions of memory.

Based on this last finding, we propose Selective Persistence Flushing (SPF), a technique to minimize the cost of ensuring data persistence by flushing only modified data from the caches. SPF significantly improves performance for storage applications that require strict durability and consistency guarantees over large regions of memory.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section II describes the emulator we use for our study. Section III presents the performance characterization of the emulator and our optimization of the data sync process. Section IV evaluates storage applications running on NVMM. In Section V, we summarize our key observations and discuss the implications of them. Finally, we discuss related work in Section VI and conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. NVMM EMULATOR

To model different types of NVMMs and to study their effects in real systems, we use PMEP [10], a platform built by Intel to emulate NVMM. This section describes how PMEP emulates NVMM and its parameters. Figure 1 depicts the architecture of PMEP.

PMEP augments an off-the-shelf, dual-socket server platform with special CPU microcode and custom firmware. It partitions the system’s DRAM into emulated NVMM and regular DRAM. Each processor uses four DDR3 channels. PMEP treats channels 0-1 as regular DRAM and channels 2-3 as emulated NVMM. PMEP hides the memory in channels 2-3 from the OS and exposes it as a separate memory area to the kernel.

PMEP emulates NVMM read latency, read and write bandwidth, and data persistence costs. For latency and bandwidth, PMEP modifies CPU and memory controller. It uses software to emulate data persistence costs. Table 2 summarizes the parameters of PMEP.

A. NVMM Latency

Current projections indicate that most future NVMM technologies will have higher latency than DRAM [33]. PMEP emulates NVMM read latency ($L_{READ}$) by increasing the number of cycles the CPU stalls for the data from NVMM on a cache miss. For example, if the CPU stalls $S_{DRAM}$ cycles for a read from DRAM with latency $L_{DRAM}$, PMEP stalls the CPU for $S_{DRAM} \times L_{READ} / L_{DRAM}$ form NVMM. Since the PMEP platform uses write-back CPU caches, NVMM write latency does not directly affect the application latency. Thus, PMEP does not emulate NVMM write latency and emulates NVMM’s write performance by limiting its write bandwidth.

B. NVMM Bandwidth

Due to increased latency and power limitations, NVMM will likely provide less bandwidth than DRAM [33]. PMEP’s memory controller artificially restricts memory read and write bandwidth by limiting the maximum DDR transaction rate. The $Th_{BW}$ parameter controls this setting.
C. Data Persistence

In an NVMM-equipped system, data is only persistent if it resides in the NVMM rather than the processors’ volatile caches. Application code or the kernel running on PMEP can emulate the cost of making their data persistent by issuing sync calls like msync and fsync. The PMEP kernel module emulates the sync operation by flushing data from CPU cache lines using a sequence of clflush instructions followed by an sfence to enforce ordering. PMEP then issues an emulated persistent barrier, wbarrier, which ensures the durability of the flushed data in NVMM. To model different wbarrier costs ($L_{\text{WBAR}}$), the PMEP kernel module adds a delay before the wbarrier.

The clflush instruction that PMEP uses by default is expensive [10] because it makes strong ordering guarantees. PMEP provides an alternative CPU cache flush mechanism, Weakly-Ordered clflush (WOF). WOF emulates the performance of a weakly ordered cache flush operation by performing a read followed by a non-temporal write, which flushes and invalidates the cache line.

Besides these two methods provided by PMEP, there are also two instructions recently added by Intel for efficient cache flushes, clflushopt and clwb [8]. The clflushopt instruction reduces the ordering guarantee over clflush and only orders cache flushes by store-fence operations such as sfence. The clwb instruction also orders cache flushes only by store-fence operations, but does not force to throw away cache lines from the cache.

III. EMULATOR CHARACTERIZATION AND OPTIMIZATION

This section characterizes the PMEP platform, discusses how its configuration parameters affect performance, and presents an optimization to mitigate the cost of ensuring persistence in NVMM.

The PMEP platform in our experiments has two 2.6 GHz 8-core Intel Xeon processors, 40 MB of aggregate CPU cache, 8 GB of DDR3 DRAM used as normal DRAM, and 128 GB of DRAM used as emulated NVMM. The platform also has a 240 GB Intel 520-series SSD and a 7200 RPM 4 TB hard disk. The platform runs Ubuntu 13.10 with a 3.11 Linux kernel with PMEP-specific changes. The customized kernel performs clflush’s (or other cache flush instructions) to the data in an application msync call and issues an sfence and a write barrier after completing the clflush’s.

A. Load and Store

PMEP emulates NVMM’s increased read latency and reduced bandwidth. We change $L_{\text{READ}}$ and $T_{\text{BW}}$ and use the Intel mlc tool [13] to evaluate the resulting memory access latency and bandwidth.

Figure 2 plots the measured memory load (read) latency when changing $L_{\text{READ}}$ from 0 ns to 1000 ns. The measured latency when $L_{\text{READ}}$ is below 150 ns stays the same, suggesting that 150 ns is the actual DRAM read latency and the lowest latency PMEP can emulate. The measured latency stays close to the configured latency from 150 ns up to 600 ns. Since most projections of next-generation NVMs fall into this range of latency performance (1-4× latency compared to DRAM), PMEP can accurately emulate a range of potential NVMMs.

Figure 3 plots the memory load and store (read and write) bandwidth with PMEP configured to provide between 1 and 1/8 of the default DRAM bandwidth. The data shows that PMEP accurately emulates NVMM bandwidth reductions.

B. NVMM Sync

Since the caches in an NVMM-equipped systems are volatile, system designers must take special care to ensure that data the program believes is persistent actually resides in NVMM. This requires flushing the data from the caches and issuing a wbarrier that ensures data durability on NVMM before program execution continues. To measure the costs of ensuring data persistence, we use a microbenchmark that repeatedly writes one byte and issues an msync for a data area containing the byte.
C. Reducing NVMM Sync Costs

To reduce the cost of data persistence, we propose Selective Persistence Flushing (SPF), an optimization technique to flush only modified cache lines rather than all of the cache lines in a sync call.

When an application makes a sync call, we check the dirty bit in the page table for each memory page in the sync region. If the dirty bit is set, the page has been modified. We flush the page from the CPU cache and reset the dirty bit. For sync region that is smaller than a page, we only flush the cache lines in the region, if the page is dirty. But we do not reset the dirty bit in this case, since the page can still contain other dirty data.

Figure 5 shows the msync performance of SPF. SPF significantly reduces the cost of msync as compared to the default PMEP msync and the other optimized cache flushing methods, especially with large msync regions. SPF only flushes the modified byte instead of the whole msync region. Thus, its performance does not grow with increasing msync region size.

IV. APPLICATION PERFORMANCE

This section evaluates the performance of storage applications using NVMM. Table IV summarizes the applications and workloads we use in our study. These applications include a file server, a mail server, a web server, a NoSql database, a relational database, and Memcached.

Table IV summarizes the NVMM configurations we use for our application study. To provide a baseline, we start with a system that models NVMM with the same performance as DRAM (PDRAM). Since it models NVMM, PDRAM performs cache flushes and barriers that are necessary to ensure data persistence. Then, we use PMEP to test configurations that increase NVMM latency (PM-Lat), reduce bandwidth (PM-BW), and, finally, increase wbarrier (NVMM-Raw). NVMM-Raw models all of NVMM’s projected characteristics. Next, we add two optimizations, WOF and SPF, to NVMM-Raw and measure their impact on performance. The final, fully optimized system is NVMM-Opt.

We also compare the performance of applications running on NVMM, flash-based SSD, HDD, and DRAM. For applications that run on a file system (all the applications except Memcached in Table III), we use the Persistent Memory File System (PMFS) for NVMM, ext4 for SSD and HDD, and tmpfs for DRAM. The DRAM configuration differs from PDRAM since it does not include cache flushes or barriers for persistence. The key difference between PMFS and conventional file systems is that physical pages of NVMM reside permanently in the kernel’s address space rather than being paged between storage and the buffer cache.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Workloads</th>
<th>Data Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FileBench</td>
<td>file system</td>
<td>FileServer, WebServer, and Varmail</td>
<td>1.1 GB, 64 MB, 700 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MongoDB</td>
<td>nosql DBMS</td>
<td>YCSB</td>
<td>170 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>relational DBMS</td>
<td>TPC-C</td>
<td>9.5 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached</td>
<td>key-value cache</td>
<td>Mentier</td>
<td>323 MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III: NVMM Applications.** NVMM applications, their types, the workloads we use in our evaluation to represent them, and the total size of these workloads. FileBench, MongoDB, and MySQL use NVMM as persistent storage, while Memcached uses NVMM as a big memory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>( L_{READ} ) (ns)</th>
<th>( T_{BW} )</th>
<th>( L_{BAR} ) (( \mu s ))</th>
<th>( M_{FLUSH} )</th>
<th>( M_{SYNC} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDRAM</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>default</td>
<td>default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM-Lat</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>default</td>
<td>default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM-BW</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>default</td>
<td>default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVMM-Raw</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>default</td>
<td>default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVMM-WOF</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>WOF</td>
<td>default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVMM-Opt</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>WOF</td>
<td>SPF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE IV: Selected NVMM Configurations.** The NVMM configurations we use for our study. \( T_{BW} \) represents the ratio to DRAM bandwidth.

**Fig. 6: Filebench Throughput with Different NVMM Configurations.**

**Fig. 7: Filebench Throughput with Different Media.**

### A. FileBench

We evaluate NVMM with PMFS running file system applications using the Varmail, FileServer, and WebServer workloads from the Filebench suite [31]. These workloads models typical mail server, file server, and web server access patterns.

Figure 6 plots the Filebench throughput of different NVMM configurations. Performance with the NVMM configurations are similar for FileServer and WebServer, but PM-Lat lowers Varmail performance by 12%.

Figure 7 shows Filebench throughput for NVMM, SSD, HDD, and DRAM. For all three workloads, NVMM outperforms SSD and HDD. Its performance is worse than DRAM for Varmail and similar for WebServer. Surprisingly, NVMM outperforms DRAM for FileServer by 32%. We believe this is because PMFS is more efficient than tmpfs for some operations and because PMFS directly maps NVMM without a buffer cache while tmpfs moves data between the DRAM file store and the buffer cache and doubles the memory copying costs.

### B. MongoDB

MongoDB [20] is a NoSql database that stores its data in memory-mapped files and use memory loads and stores for data access. By default, MongoDB uses its JOURNALED mode, in which it logs data to a journal file so it can respond to the client quickly. Then, it lazily checkpoints the data to a global data file. MongoDB also supports a FSYNC SAFE mode, which only uses the data file without journaling.

YCSB [7] is a benchmark that evaluates key-value stores. YCSB includes six workloads that imitate web application data access patterns. Table V summarizes the YCSB workloads. Each workload performs 1000...
operations on a database with 1000 1 kB records.

Figure 8 presents the YCSB throughput of different NVMM configurations using the MongoDB FSYNC Safe mode. For the five workloads that contain writes, NVMM-WOF provides a small improvement over NVMM-Raw, and NVMM-Opt has a significant improvement (notice the log scale on the Y axis). MongoDB’s FSYNC Safe mode fsync’s the MongoDB data file after each write operation and blocks the client call until this operation completes. Without SPF, the system performs clflush to the whole data file, while SPF only flushes the changed data and thus enables significantly improved performance.

Figure 9 plots the YCSB throughput of NVMM, SSD, HDD, and DRAM using MongoDB FSYNC Safe. NVMM-Opt outperforms SSD and HDD significantly, while NVMM-Raw is worse than SSD and HDD for write-intensive workloads.

We also evaluate NVMM performance with MongoDB’s journaled mode. Figure 10 plots the comparison of NVMM, SSD, HDD, and DRAM. The performance of NVMM-Opt is close to or better than DRAM (1% worse to 16% better). NVMM’s improvement over SSD or HDD with journaled is smaller than with fsync, because with journaled, MongoDB does not perform fsync and only waits for the write to the journal file, which is small enough to fit in the page cache.

C. MySQL

MySQL [32] is a widely-used relational database. To exercise MySQL, we use TPC-C [35], a benchmark that models database online transaction processing. Our configuration uses a middle-size database with 100 warehouse, 100 clients, and 9.4 GB of data.

Figure 11 plots the TPC-C throughput when storing the database on NVMM with different configurations, SSD, HDD, and DRAM. Overall, NVMM delivers better performance than SSD and HDD by 1.8× and 28×, and is only 10% slower than DRAM. Across the NVMM configurations, bandwidth has the biggest impact on TPC-C throughput, followed by read latency. SPF improves the throughput by 7% over NVMM-Raw.

From the results of MySQL and MongoDB, we find SPF to be most effective with database applications, since database workloads often sync data frequently to ensure strict durability and consistency.

D. Memcached

Memcached [11] is an in-memory key-value store used widely to cache data for large web sites. Memcached uses NVMM as an extension to main memory that provide more capacity, but lower performance. To evaluate NVMM’s impact on Memcached performance, we use Memtier [28], a benchmark for key-value stores. We use set-to-get ratios of 1:6 and 1:30 [1, 2], 10-500 byte data size, and 100000 requests.

Figure 12 plots the throughput of Memcached with different NVMM latency and bandwidth configurations. As expected, the Memcached throughput drops with higher read latency and lower bandwidth. Compared to DRAM, a typical NVMM configuration (NVMM-Raw) causes 23% performance overhead. Even though NVMM performs worse than DRAM, it is still useful as main memory, since it offers more capacity than DRAM, which is crucial for large-scale applications [23].

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This section summarizes our findings from our evaluation and discusses their systems implications.
Fig. 11: MySQL TPC-C Throughput. Throughput is measured in Transactions per Minute (TpmC).

Fig. 12: Memcached Throughput.

First, NVMM improves storage application performance significantly over SSD and HDD. NVMM’s higher latency and lower bandwidth than DRAM does not have big impact on storage applications. In most cases, storage application performance with NVMM configuration is very close to the performance of an idealized NVMM with DRAM configuration. As described in a recent survey of non-volatile memory technology trends [33], the density of promising NVM technologies continue to go up and some of them are approaching the density of NAND flash. Therefore, NVMM could serve as a very fast storage device for storage applications.

Second, the cost of data persistence can be a major factor in NVMM performance degradation. Both the performance of flushing data to NVMM and the amount of data to flush can affect storage application performance. Optimized cache flush instructions help reduce the cost of making data persistent. Our selective cache flushing technique significantly reduces the amount of data to flush. These optimizations are especially effective with database applications, since they often sync data frequently for strong consistency and durability.

Finally, when using NVMM as a big memory for memory-intensive applications, we see a small performance drop over DRAM. This performance drop is still acceptable for many applications. Therefore, NVMM will also be useful for applications that need a large memory or require lower energy consumption.

VI. RELATED WORK

Recent years have seen increased interest in NVMM [3, 5, 6, 10, 19, 21, 25, 27, 37, 38]. This section discusses previous NVMM evaluations and how they differ from our work.

Simulation is a common method used in NVMM-related research [6, 15, 19, 25, 27]. Simulators can only run traces but not real-time workloads and benchmarks. Moreover, they often lack or simplify real system properties and effects. We use a hardware emulator to study storage application performance. Emulation provides a more realistic environment by using real system software and hardware.

Another method used in previous research [6, 29, 38] is to treat unmodified DRAM as NVMM. These works do not model NVMM’s higher latency, lower bandwidth, or data persistence costs. We study these properties and their effects on storage applications.

Several works on NVMM [4, 5, 9, 10, 37] used emulation for their evaluation. Mnemosyne [37] only emulates NVMM’s slower writes and write barrier but not reads. PMBD [4] uses a similar method to model NVMM latency, but does not model its data persistence costs. NV-Heaps [5] use a sampling-based emulation approach combined with a processor simulator to estimate performance costs. The emulator we use models NVMM’s latency, bandwidth, and data persistence costs with customized hardware and software.

Two recent works [9, 10] also use the PMEP system. PMFS [10] uses PMEP to evaluate their proposed NVMM-oriented file system. DeBrabant et al. [9] evaluated NVMM performance for database systems with MySQL and an NVMM-optimized database. Their study only uses two NVMM configurations with increased latency and compare them with DRAM. We offer a detailed analysis of the impact of various NVMM configurations on storage applications, databases, and Memcached. We also evaluate several different optimizations of the data persistence process.

Finally, concurrently to this work, Sehgal et al. conducted a study of file system performance on NVMM [29]. Their focus is on evaluating different file systems and various file system configurations and they only use DRAM as the stand-in for NVMM. We study a wide range of applications and use a hardware emulator to evaluate the effect of various NVMM performance characteristics.
VII. CONCLUSION

We present a study of NVMM for storage server applications using a hardware NVMM emulator. Our evaluation results show that NVMM improves the performance of storage applications over SSD and HDD. However, the cost of making data persistent on NVMM can significantly reduce the performance of applications that require strict durability and consistency guarantees over large regions of memory. Our proposed optimization technique solves this problem by selectively flushing data. The resulting system has similar or even better performance than DRAM for certain storage applications.
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